
Morning Drop-Off Procedure
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Shalom Austin ECP



Before you arrive...

Before you get to school every day, please complete the Daily Health 

Questionnaire using the Kid Kiosk App. Each child must pass the Health 

Questionnaire.

All family members must stay home if anyone in the home is ill.
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Arrive at your scheduled drop-off time

On your FIRST day, you will be given a 

colored parking placard with your child’s 

name on it. We have color coded each 

drop-off time and assigned ECP siblings 

to the same time. Your child’s teachers 

will be on the front lawn, ready to 

receive their class during your drop-off 

time. Our goal is to keep our classes 

together in small groups, and not have 

extra adults encountering you and your 

children. If you arrive earlier than your 

time, please pull into a parking spot and 

wait for your scheduled time.
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Arrive at your designated drop-off location

Infants, toddlers, two's, and their 

siblings will arrive outside the 

ECP.
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Three's and Pre-K will arrive in 

the main Shalom Austin front 

circle.



Please drive into the circle counterclockwise
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If you have one child, you will use the circle designated 

by their age group. Each family with more than one child 

will be assigned one time and circle.



Remember to mask up!

Children over three must wear a mask when their car windows are rolled 

down and when outside their vehicle.

All adults must wear a mask during this process.
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Open your back window...

Wait for child’s temperature to be taken

Temperature will be taken with a no-contact thermometer.
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Assist your child out of the car

Staff will practice social distancing while you assist your child out of the car 

and gather their belongings. If necessary, staff may assist with holding your 

child's belongings.
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If needed, park your car in a designated spot 
and proceed to the Checkpoint 2 line

To maintain social distancing, wait on a designated spot until you are called 

to approach the checkpoint. Your child's temperature will be taken using a 

no-contact thermometer.
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One of your child's teachers will escort 
your child to their class

If necessary, place younger children in the red buggy.
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Wave goodbye!

Wave goodbye and exit the drop-off circle so others may drop off their 

children.
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Leave campus or go to your scheduled 
gym appointment

And know that your child is having a fun, safe learning experience at the 

ECP. See you at your scheduled pick-up time!
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